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BaCkground
Catholic cemetery boards of directors have a beautiful dedication to 
the responsibility and honor of practicing the Corporal Work of Mercy 
of burying the dead. These groups ensure that Catholic cemeteries 
remain beautiful places for temples of the Holy Spirit, as St. Paul refers 
to our bodies. They also maintain records of the cemetery, an extremely 
important job. All of this must endure, now and long after a cemetery is 

closed to new graves. To accomplish this work, each cemetery by law must have a permanent fund, called a 
perpetual care fund, of which a portion of the proceeds from the fund helps with ongoing expenses, such as 
lawn care and snow removal. Boards are given discretion on how to invest these funds, following parameters 
of state and canon law. 

 

Challenge
Investing monies is not difficult; investing to minimize risk and maximize return is more complicated. And 
when it’s not one’s own money, responsibilities of prudent investment is critical. While cemeteries have 
options, knowing how to best steward these monies entrusted to the cemetery board narrows those 
options. These boards have the fiduciary duty to know these options, evaluate them and make a choice that 
is objective and in the best, long-term interest of the Catholic cemetery, independent of any personal or 
professional interests. 

Then they must oversee these assets, and this is where the main challenge may lay. It takes time, dedication 
and expertise to:

• regularly follow markets and know what is a trend vs. an economic shift vs. a change in market 
structures

• create, follow, evaluate and update an investment policy statement (IPS), a policy that sets goals and 
parameters for these investments, including fund selection and prudent distributions

• differentiate benefits and drawbacks of multiple asset classes, such as hedge funds, private equity and 
real estate

• follow defined processes and procedures for investing with best practices in compliance and 
operational support 

• procure maximum return with minimal risk while ensuring the fund maintains a cushion for inflation so 
that it has the same purchasing power years from now as it does today

 



solution
The Catholic Foundation in the Archdiocese of Dubuque’s (CFAD) mission is to multiply charitable resources 
for maximum benefit to our Catholic community. It does this through its charitable planning, investing and 
grantmaking services. We are separate from the Archdiocese and hold endowments for many of the Catholic 
parishes, schools, cemeteries and other Catholic organizations, primarily serving the 30 northeastern counties 
in Iowa. We have more than $127 million assets under management in more than 200 funds entrusted to us, 
including $9 million in perpetual care funds.

“The reason our cemetery board chose CFAD was because CFAD has regular, predictable distributions based on how 
they govern the perpetual care fund. Previously where our fund was, we only could take a distribution if the fund 
had net gains, which was 8 out of 15 years. We need to make sure we always have yearly distributions, as that is 
what many cemeteries use for the year’s expenses.”

- Margaret Miller, Board Member, St. Agnes Cemetery, Plymouth Rock

CFAD benefits include:

• Regular Distributions - Offers a 4% annual distribution (this is different from gains) no matter the market 
returns, providing you regular income with more stability when budgeting 

• Cost Effective - Keeps fees modest and leverages funds with hundreds of others in the millions of dollars, 
securing more opportunities in which to invest and at a lower cost 

• Asset Designation - Ensures funds are used as donors intend, now and in the future 
• Investments Shielded from Taxa - Enjoys exclusion from Archdiocesan taxa on principal and earnings 

versus 20% taxed if held outside of the Archdiocese or CFAD 
• Investment Best-Practice - Adheres to laws related to endowment investing, manages funds 

professionally and provides regular reports
• Promotion for Your Catholic Cause - Markets and educates on CFAD and our organizational clients to 

Catholics throughout the Archdiocese 
• Driven for Mission vs. Private Profit - Helps drive each organization’s mission as well as CFAD’s nonprofit 

mission
• Catholic Socially Responsible Investing - Reflects Catholic values 
• Fund Growth - Helps you earn more annual income over time through new donations, market growth 

and disciplined withdrawals; CFAD has a 6.8% target return, net of investment fees
• Neutrality - Promotes the universality of the Church, not favoring one local organization, while being 

separate from the Archdiocese

“CFAD ensures designated assets are used for their specific purpose. The ability to help inform others of the benefits 
to these assets and investments along with income stability is very helpful for Catholic cemeteries.” 

- Pat Leonard, Superintendent, Mt. Olivet Cemetery Association, Dubuque, 
Past President, Iowa Funeral Directors Association
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